Foreword
The Global Mobile Game Confederation (GMGC) and leading market research
firm Newzoo, with support of big data firm TalkingData, are proud to present
the 2015 Global Mobile Games Whitebook.
The 2015 Global Mobile Games Whitebook provides an overview of the global landscape and growth
projections, consumer insights into key regional markets, and detailed analyses into the booming Chinese
and Southeast Asian markets. We hope the whitebook proves useful for you, and we welcome you to contact
us to discuss ways we can work together in these markets.
GMGC and Newzoo’s strong synergies made for a natural research analysis partnership, as we are both
100% focused on the games industry. Newzoo’s partner, TalkingData added valuable and unique insights
from the Chinese mobile market. Together, we strive to provide the best independent market data and
insights to facilitate collaboration, market growth and investment.
The publication of the 2015 Global Mobile Games Whitebook is held in conjunction with our annual GMGC
2015 Beijing congress, China’s largest B2B mobile game event. As covered in the whitebook, the Chinese and
Southeast Asian markets’ growth and potential are unrivaled, and we are more committed than ever to
providing a platform that allows global industry players to access and expand to these markets.

-David Song, Founder & CEO, GMGC

songwei@gmgc.info

-Maxim de Wit, VP of International, GMGC

maxim@gmgc.info

“We are very honoured to have been given the opportunity to work on the GMGC
2015 Global Mobile Games Whitebook together with our partners TalkingData.
Especially in this landmark year when the global mobile games market will reach
$30.1 billion and replace the traditional console market as the largest game segment
by revenues. The fastest growth in mobile games is happening in China and the
surrounding Southeast Asian market. We are proud to work with both Asian
companies expanding into the West and Western companies that want to grow their
business in Asia. We see this invite by GMGC as a reward for our effort.”

-Peter Warman, Co-founder & CEO, Newzoo
“We are really excited to work with world's leading market research and intelligence
partners as Newzoo to bring true value to the mobile gaming industry worldwide by
leveraging the power of big data. Cross-border and globalization is definitely the next
opportunity for the whole industry. TalkingData has been working hard to help
clients, partners all over the world to grow and stay ahead of competitions with the
most objective and insightful data. We strongly believe our joint work and this white
paper will be a meaningful guide for everyone involved in the mobile gaming
industry to get the pace of development and find directions and new opportunities
for the future.”

-Leo Cui, Co-founder & CEO, TalkingData
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1. The Global Mobile Market
The Industry’s Fastest Growing Segment
Mobile games will grow to account for one third of the global games industry
in 2015. Because mobile gaming is possible on two of the four consumer
screens (Smartphone & Tablet) it could theoretically claim half of consumer
spending in just a few years, leaving the other half for the remaining screens
(PC and TV).
Global Mobile Revenues ($Bn) | 2013-2017
Split per (Smart)phone & Tablet

$40.4Bn
$30.1Bn

$35.0Bn

$24.5Bn
$17.6Bn

Source: Newzoo Global Games Market Report Premium, Q1 2015 update

Tablet Games Surge

The global mobile market reached $24.5Bn in 2014,
following impressive growth rates of +33% and
+57% for (smart)phones and tablets respectively.
Growth is expected to continue in the coming years,
with the mobile market generating more than
$40Bn by 2017. Despite a widely reported slump in
new tablet unit sales, game revenues on tablets are
growing faster than smartphones, cementing the
position of tablets as a key gaming device.

Mobile Games Will
Account for

38%

Of the Global Games
Market in 2017

Organic & Cannibalistic Growth

The high mobile growth rate is driven by both
“organic growth”, lifting the overall market, and
“cannibalistic growth”, at the expense of other
segments. In addition to the initial casualties of
mobile growth (handheld console and online casual
and social gaming), Newzoo notes signs of slower
growth in (online) PC games and MMOs as spending
is diverted to mobile devices. Mobile is now expected
to become the largest game segment by revenues in
2015, an astonishing feat given that Apple’s App Store
only launched in 2008.
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Regional Overview
APAC leads the way for mobile games growth
Mobile games continues to grow in terms of players and revenues across
regions. An increase in the number of paying gamers and time spent
gaming is fuelling the Western markets while rising online connectivity,
smartphone penetration and the availability of 3G and 4G drives huge
growth in the emerging markets.
APAC Takes Over Half the Market

APAC remains by far the largest mobile market in the world, in terms of both player and revenue
numbers. The region’s 760 million mobile gamers generated $13.6Bn, or 55% of the total market,
in 2014. This growth shows no sign of slowing down and revenues will grow with at a CAGR of
+21.3% towards 2017. North America is the second largest market in terms of revenues,
generating $5.7Bn in 2014 thanks to a high average spend per paying gamer. Despite EMEA
housing 460 million mobile gamers, the region’s revenues can not rival those of North America,
due to low player/payer ratios and average spend. LATAM is the smallest region with revenues of
$0.7Bn last year and a total of 160 million gamers. However, with a CAGR of +56.6%, the region is
ripe with mobile opportunity and will reach almost $2Bn by 2017.

Mobile Revenues & Gamers | 2014
Split per Region

Source: Newzoo Global Games Market Report Premium, Q1 2015 update

Android vs. iOS in the West

In mature Western markets, we see the battle between
iOS and Android shifting toward tablets. In most of these
countries, including Germany and the US, Android
smartphones gross more revenues than the iPhone, but
the iPad keeps iOS ahead in overall mobile game
spending. Android tablets seem to be in the same
position its smartphones were in 4 years ago: fragmented
in terms of device specs and a lower share of game and
average spending. Amazon’s Kindle Fire is an exception,
scoring high on both KPIs, but for now the iPad maintains
its lead taking the lion’s share of tablet game revenues.
2015 GLOBAL MOBILE GAMES WHITEBOOK
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Key Trends Shaping the Market
Consumer Involvement & Competition
1. Consumer Experience is not enough
In the past ten years, how consumers “consume”
content has drastically changed. People not only
enjoy watching each other instead of professionally
created content, but have the increasing desire to
create, share and ultimately be part of the
experience. The explosive growth of eSports and
the success of sharing game video content
illustrates this more than anything else. In 2005,
only 1% of consumers were considered creators or
”prosumers”. Ten years later, everyone creates and
shares experiences and can earn serious money
doing so.

Consumers
want to

create
and share

2015

EXPERIENCE

CREATE
PRO
MOVIES/GAMES

Made by “professionals”

SHARE

ART/DESIGN

PRO

CONSUMER
GENERATED
CONTENT & DIRECT
CONSUMER
EARNINGS
“POWER TO
THE PEOPLE”

Made by “professionals”

Enabling Platforms &
Tools

Curse, Twitch,
YouTube Channels,
Fundly, Instagram …
© 2015 Newzoo

ADVERTSING/MAIL

PRO

Made by “professionals”

2. Only competitive or creative games will thrive
Four reasons why this is a must:
1.
Consumers are not satisfied with pre-fabricated experiences alone
2.
Consumers drive marketing nowadays and content communicates best
3.
Time spent on the franchise outside the game will translate into money in the game
4.
An increasing share of revenues for game companies will come from content spin-offs
Trivia Crack’s Unprecedented Popularity
This also applies to mobile games. Illustrative of this fact is the success of Trivia Crack, currently
the #3 downloaded mobile game in the world. It is managed by consumers themselves.
Consumers put in questions and moderate them. There are millions of questions on it and 100
million people play it now. People tell others about the fact their question has been taken up,
not about the game. But the effect is the same: everyone plays, everyone participates.
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Key Trends Shaping the Market
Spectators & Messaging Apps
3. Games become a spectator sport
Global eSports Audience | 2014
Split per Type

Watches & regularly
participates in (amateur)
championships

Watches & sometimes
participates in (amateur)
championships

Regularly watches
Occasionally watches
professional and amateur professional and amateur
competitive gaming
competitive gaming

Source: Newzoo Global Growth of eSports Report

eSports Comes to Mobile

Games have truly evolved into a spectator sport with
more than 170 million people watching eSports
worldwide last year. This spectator trend is highlighted
in the $1Bn acquisition of game streaming platform
Twitch and the fact that games are second only to
music on YouTube when it comes to views. This trend
is now spreading to mobile games with various
companies catering to the desire of gamers to record,
stream and watch mobile gaming experiences. One
such company is Kamcord, which allows mobile
gamers to live stream their games and already reaches
175 million devices every month. The World Cyber
Arena (WCA) hosted an eSports event in China last
year where the popular mobile title, Dota Legend,
boasted a $1.1Bn prize pool.

Of all eSports viewers

40%

does not play the games
themselves

4. Games Come to Western Messaging Apps
Mobile messaging apps have played a prominent role in the mobile games space in Asia for the past
few years with apps such as Line, We Chat and KakaoTalk generating significant revenues through
games and the messenger versions of games constantly dominating the top grossing rankings .
Western messaging apps are now hoping to cash-in on this trend with popular apps such as Viber
and Tango integrating games into their platforms.
Tango, which received $215 million in investment from
Alibaba in 2014, has over 250 million registered users and
a huge selection of games, both in-house and externally
made. According to the company, games on the Tango
platform have 2-3x Life Time Value than that of the same
games off platform. In February, Viber made its game
service available to its 236 million monthly active users,
following a successful two month pilot in five countries.
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2. The Chinese Mobile Market
Poised to be world number one
The Chinese mobile market is set for unprecedented growth and in just one
year’s time, will become the largest mobile games market in the world.
Developers hoping to succeed here will need a solid understanding of the
unique app distribution environment as well as insights into the
preferences, habits and behaviors of the Chinese mobile gamer.
China Revenues to Double by 2017

The Chinese mobile games market is set to overtake
the US and become the largest in the world by 2016
with revenues of $7.7Bn. This year, (smart)phone and
tablet revenues will reach an estimated $3.8Bn and
$2.4Bn respectively. This growth will be driven by an
increase in smartphone users, and a rise in the
number of paying gamers as the country becomes
more affluent. In 2014, there were a total of 383
million Chinese mobile gamers versus 137 million in
the US. This is set to increase to 475 million and
157million in the next three years respectively.

China will become

#1

Mobile games market in
the world in 2016

Total Mobile Revenues ($Bn) | 2013-2017
China vs. US

Source: Newzoo Global Games Market Premium, Q1 Update

Smartphone Penetration Drives the Market

According to HIS, more than 185.6 million mobile
phones were sold in China in the first half of 2014 , a
39% increase compared to first half 2013. Over 90% of
the sales were smartphones. By the end of 2014, the
number of subscribers to mobile communication
services increased to 1.29 billion, equal to 94.5 phones
for every 100 people. Among these 1.29 billion mobile
users, roughly 485 million are 3G users and 97 million
are 4G users. China Mobile remains the biggest mobile
carrier with 807 million users at the end of 2014.
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The Mobile Ecosystem
Operating Systems and Time Consuming Apps
Although the Android operating system still holds two thirds of the Chinese
mobile market, iOS is slowly closing this gap. The fragmentation and
competition within the Android market ensures that Apple is the top brand in
terms of distribution. It is way ahead of all Android brands with double the
market share of its closest rival, Samsung.
Apple is the Top Brand

iOS is continuing to slowly close the gap on
Android when it comes to operating systems
used in China. One third of all active mobile
devices in February 2015 were iOS, up from
28% in January 2014. This makes Apple the
most used mobile brand in China, followed
by Samsung and Xiaomi. Of the iOS devices
used, the iPhone 5s holds the largest share
of the market but the uptake of the iPhone 6
highlights the Chinese desire for larger
screens.

Operating System Distribution
February 2015

Of 1Bn
Devices

Minutes Spent Per Day Per App Category | Feb 2015

Amongst users of each type of app on 1billion devices in China

Source: TalkingData 2015

Source: TalkingData 2015

Gaming App Users are Most Engaged

Chinese mobile users who use gaming apps spend
an average of 35 minutes a day within these apps.
This is the highest time spend of any category. Chat
apps users spend around 18 minutes a day within
these apps while reading apps are used for an
average of 10 minutes a day. Finance and navigation
apps are the least engaging with an average of
around 5 minutes spent per day.
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The Chinese Gamer
Type of Games Available & A Demographic Profile
Card games are by far the most popular genre for Chinese mobile gamers
and publishers are scrambling to cater to this demand with over 2500 card
games now available. The majority of China’s mobile gamers can be found in
the East of the country with the highest concentration in Guangdong.
Card Games Collect the Most Users

Card games are by far the most popular genre in China
and show the fastest growth in terms of number of
games published. There were more than 2,500 mobile
card games available to download as of February 2015.
The Chinese market is very unique in that card games
and role-playing games do so well on mobile. Card
games fit the Chinese appetite for a bite-size mobile
gaming experiences, and retention rates for card
games are higher than for all other genres.

There are

23,700

mobile game developers
in China since the past
two years

Number of Mobile Games in China | Feb 2015
Split Per By Genre

Source: TalkingData 2015

Geographical Differences

Mobile gamers are concentrated
around the eastern seaboard of
China with the highest
concentration in Guangdong
(11.6%) followed by Jiangsu (7.0%)
and Zhejiang (6.7%). Interestingly,
people in different tier 1 cities
show varying preferences for apps.
Beijing users have higher need
for taxi-hailing apps, while
Shanghai users prefer finance
management apps. Shenzhen
users enjoy watching videos, and
Guangzhou users like playing
games.

Geo Distribution of Mobile Gamers
November 2014

Source: TalkingData 2015
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In-Game Behavior
Number of developers and games continues to grow
Chinese gamers are valuable ones with high levels of engagement and
retention. They play, on average, for more than 30 minutes a day which is
double that of US users. Day 1 retention for Chinese mobile gamers is
29%, compared to 21% in the US while Day 7 retention rates are
comparable at 9% for China and 8% for the US respectively.
Day1 retention
Day7 retention

Day1 retention
Day7 retention

29%
9%

Time gaming a day
Session Length

21%
8%

Time gaming a day
Session Length

35 mins
11
mins
13 mins
11 mins

US data is based on millions of mobile gamers who use Kamcord
Chinese data is based on TalkingData’s collection panel of over 130Mn mobile devices

Average Number of Game Sessions Per Day in China | Feb 2015
Split Per Genre

Casual

Puzzle

Role play

Action

Strategy

Simulation

Casino

Cards

iOS

3.8

3.7

4.9

3.7

4.7

3.8

3.0

4.6

Android

3.6

4.2

4.6

2.7

4.9

3.1

2.8

4.7

Source: TalkingData

Average Monthly Pay rate in Gaming Apps China | Feb 2015
Split Per Genre

Casual

Puzzle

Role play

Action

Strategy

Simulation

Casino

Cards

iOS

3.1%

3.1%

4.4%

3.7%

2.5%

2.1%

4.5%

3.5%

Android

2.7%

2.1%

3.9%

3.0%

2.4%

1.6%

3.5%

3.1%

Source: TalkingData

Role play best for engagement and monetisation
Role play games prove the most engaging for iOS users
with an average of 4.9 sessions a day, followed by
strategy and cards games. For Android gamers, strategy
games have the highest average sessions a day with 4.9
followed by card and role play.

When it comes to payment rates, casino is top for iOS
gamers with 4.5% and role play does best on Android
with 3.9%. Across all genres, the pay rates for iOS gamers
are higher than Android, proving once again that IOS
gamers monetise better.
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Top Android Games
Top Titles in Terms of Revenues
Though the top 50 grossing Android games in China are comprised of
mostly casual titles, it is the mid-core games that dominate the very top
of the charts due to higher engagement and ARPU. For this reason,
Tencent has seen its share of top Android 10 titles decrease over the past
few months.
Tencent Taking a Tumble in the Android Market

Tencent’s performance is the weakest in six months
with only two games in the Top 10, down from five in
December and a high of seven in October. None of its
titles made the top five. Part of the issue for Tencent is
that its game portfolio is lacking in mid-core genres
such as RPG and card battle, though these genres have
the best mix of payment ratios, session frequency, and
retention rates. Tencent is beginning to rectify this
problem with new titles such as the shooting game We
Fire, which was the number 13 title in February.

Of the top 10 titles

20%

Is published by Tencent
Vs. 50% in December

Top 10 Grossing Android Games | Feb 2015
Based on Total Revenues

Source: TalkingData/Newzoo Monthly Rankings

Time = Money

We saw earlier, the highest pay rates are claimed by
Card and RPG titles. Not surprising then that the #1 and
#2 titles fall into these genres respectively. In terms of
overall dominance, the majority (20%) of the top games
are RPG titles with Space Hunter, and Tian Tian Xuan Dou
the best performing games in this genre. DOTA Legend
which was at number 1 for five months, is a DotA
themed real-time Battle card game, using characters
from Valve’s popular MOBA title.

Western Winners

There are two Western publishers
with games featured in the top 20 –
Minecraft from Mojang at number 3
and Boom Beach and Clash of Clans
from Supercell at number 9 and 17
respectively. Looking beyond the top
tites, PopCap and Gameloft are the
only other Western publishers inside
of the Top 50 grossing rankings.
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Top Android App stores
Battling for position
A distinctive feature of the Chinese market is that many apps are “direct
downloads”, including from mobile websites and PC clients. Only 52% of
all apps were distributed through “classic” app stores in Q2 2014,
according to research by Baidu. The companies dominating the app
ecosystem in China are internet giants Baidu, Tencent and Qihoo.
Handset manufacturers to gain ground

Though independent third-party app stores play
a key role in the distribution of apps, stores
owned by handset manufacturers will likely gain
more ground. This is a natural result of strong
unit sales and rising penetration rates for key
players such as Xiaomi and Huawei. Google Play
has no meaningful position in the Chinese
market.

360 Mobile Assistant is
installed on

26%
Of all Android
devices in China

Top 20 Android App Stores | Feb 2015
In terms of coverage

Source: TalkingData/Newzoo Monthly Rankings

Baidu at the top

Among the independent third party apps , the market
leader is Baidu with a 41.8 % overall market share in
terms of download volume in Q3 2014 according to
research by Analysys / Enfodesk. This includes all
members of the “Baidu family”, since Baidu operates
several app stores including Himarket, 91 Zhushou and
Baidu Mobile Assistant, supported by the market
leading Baidu search engine and Baidu mobile browser.
Looking at coverage of individual stores, 360 Mobile
Assistant (Qihoo) and My App (Tencent) are ahead in
Feb 2015 with install rates of 26% and 25% respectively.
Baidu Mobile Assistant is third with 18% and is facing
increasing competition from Xiaomi’s app store, MIUI
app store.
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3. Why Southeast Asia?
Underlying Growth Factors & KPIs Compared per Region
Southeast Asia’s economic growth prospects, huge population, and fast-rising
(mobile) internet connectivity essentially guarantee double-digit growth rates
in terms of game spending for many years to come. Southeast Asia is growing
beyond other similar regions such as Latin America and Eastern Europe, as
illustrated below.
Underlying Growth Factors in SEA
Vs. Latin America and Eastern Europe

Fastest Growing Games Region

Southeast Asia is growing beyond
other similar regions such as Latin
America and Eastern Europe. In
2014, gaming revenues in Southeast
Asia reached $1.1Bn. By 2017,
revenues will double to $2.2 Bn. In
certain ways, Southeast Asia
resembles Europe as a region, not
only in terms of population size, but
more importantly, in the diversity of
individual countries. From a games
market perspective, this results in
significant differences in gamer
demographics, genre preferences
and spending behaviour.
Economic Growth (GDP)

Game Revenues 2014

Per each of the Big 6 SEA countries

Online Connectivity Growth

Source: Newzoo 2014 Southeast Asia Games Market Report

Global Growth Regions Compared
Across multiple KPIs in 2014

Source: Newzoo 2014 Southeast Asia Games Market Report

Games revenues in
Southeast Asia will
double to

$2.2Bn
by 2017
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Southeast Asia’s Mobile Market
Revenue and gamer numbers and projections
Mobile (smartphone & tablet) games dominate in Southeast Asia. In 2015,
mobile revenues already account for nearly half the $1.4Bn Southeast Asian
games market. By 2017, mobile revenues alone will approach $1.3Bn,
growing at an impressive CAGR (2013-2017) of +56%. Underlying this
growth is the fast-rising (mobile) internet connectivity across the region.
Mobile Revenue Growth in Southeast Asia
Revenues in $M (2013-2017)

Mobile Players (M) and Payers (%) 2014
Per each of the Big 6 in SEA countries
Players

Payers*

Indonesia

30.7M

49%

Malaysia

13.5M

43%

Philippines

25.1M

38%

Singapore

2.7M

29%

Thailand

13.8M

49%

Vietnam

29.6M

48%

115.4M

45%

TOTAL Big 6

Source: Newzoo Global Games Market Premium

Mobile Games Will
Account for

57%

of the SEA games
market in 2017

*Spent money on or in mobile games in the
past 3 months

Source: Newzoo Global Games Market Premium

Singapore Spends Big

Indonesia and Thailand boast the largest percentage of
payers; almost half of mobile gamers in Indonesia and
Thailand spend money on mobile games. While
Singapore has the lowest percentage of paying mobile
gamers, they spend far and away the highest annual
spend per player in Southeast Asia at $174 for mobile
games.
2015 GLOBAL MOBILE GAMES WHITEBOOK
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Western Opportunity in SEA
English Speakers & Established Distribution Channels
Southeast Asia may be easier to enter than China for Western mobile
publishers and has already become a battleground for global players in the
games space. The reasons behind this are high English language penetration
and widespread use of established Western Distribution Channels such as
GooglePlay and iOS.
Share of Top 20 Apps that are Western | Feb 2015
Based on top grossing apps

Source: Newzoo App Store Tracker

Top Western Titles

Half the top grossing games in Southeast Asia are Western titles. Western games are the most
popular in the Philippines, where they make up 65% of the top games. Only 35% of the top
games in Thailand are Western, the lowest percentage out of the Big 6. King and Supercell are by
far the most dominant Western Publishers, with appearances in every Top 20 ranking.

English As a Common Language

All countries in the region are familiar with English as a
language of international business and popular
culture. In Singapore and the Philippines, English is an
official second language. In Malaysia, English is an
active second language, while other countries in
Southeast Asia widely use English in business contexts.
In China, on the other hand, English penetration is still
less than 1%.

Estimated English Speakers

Similar Social Preferences

Southeast Asia also shares many of the same
preferences for social networks as the West. As high as
95% of those using mobile social networks or chat
applications in Vietnam are actively on Facebook. The
lowest percentage of Facebook users in the region is
Indonesia, and that is still at 78%. Twitter and
Instagram are also utilized at good rates in all regions.
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The SEA Gamer
Motivations & Top Genres
When targeting mobile spenders, it is important to know who they are
and what their preferences are. In general, the average mobile spender in
the Big 6 (Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and
Vietnam) is aged between 21-35 and has a full-time job, with the slight
majority (55%) being male. Of all mobile spenders in the Big 6, 45% live
with their parents.

45%

Race Games and Fun

The most popular genre of mobile game among
all mobile gamers in the Big 6 is race games.
Race games are also the most popular genre
among mobile gamers who spend money on
mobile games. Nearly one third (32%) of all
mobile spenders in the Big 6 say they pay money
for their mobile games to make their gaming
experience more fun. The second biggest reason
to spend money on mobile games is to unlock
levels.

of mobile gamers in the
Big 6 spend money on
mobile games

Popularity of Mobile Game Genre in Southeast Asia
Amongst Mobile Spenders vs. Non-Spenders

Source: Newzoo Data Explorer 2015

Top 5 Reasons to Pay for Games
Amongst Paying Mobile Gamers

Make experience more fun

32%

Unlock (extra) levels

22%

Competitive advantage

18%

To be able to compete with others

18%

Avoid waiting

17%
Source: Newzoo Data Explorer 2015
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4. Consumer Insights
The global mobile power user
What defines a power user in mobile gaming? Money spent, time spent or
both? Globally, 5% of mobile gamers spend over 10 hours a week on mobile
games but pay nothing- the “free riders”. There is an even smaller group that
spends substantial amounts of money- 2% of global mobile gamers can be
classed “big spenders”. These two groups are important to marketers for
different reasons and have very distinctive demographic profiles.
Gender Split

Big Spenders | Global (aggregate of 25 countries)

Of Big Spenders

63%

67%
is male

Also spends big on
console games

Work Situation
Free Riders vs. Big Spending Power Users | Global

NON-WORKING WORKING

NON-WORKING WORKING

33% 67%

17% 83%

Big Spenders

Free Riders

Source: Newzoo Data Explorer 2015

The Big Spender Has a Full-Time Job

The majority of both big spenders and free riders
are working, 83% and 67% respectively. However,
unsurprisingly, big spenders are much more
likely to be working full-time; 71% of big
spenders have full-time jobs compared to only
45% of free riders.
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The Global Power User
Mid-Core Family Man
Big spenders are the typical family man with a full-time job and children at
home. They lean more towards the mid-core mobile genres such as RPG,
shooter and fighting titles. The free riders spend their time on more casual
genres and also strategy titles. Power Users are shaping and driving the future
of mobile games. Future winners will put power users in the driving seat.
Home Situation
Free Riders vs. Big Spending Power Users | Global

Big Spenders

Free Riders

Of free riders

35%

live with their parents
vs. 23% of big spenders

Favorite Mobile Genres
Free Riders vs. Big Spending Power Users | Global

Source: Newzoo Data Explorer 2015
*does not include poker

Casual Games Preferred by Free Riders

Strategy games are the most popular genre among
free riders and big spenders combined. However,
race games are the most popular for big spenders.
While big spenders tend to play mid-core mobile
games, free riders prefer causal games, such as
educational games, puzzle games and quiz games.
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East vs. West Fun Facts
Key differences among gamers
Understanding the nuances of the mobile markets you want to enter is key to
a successful roll-out strategy. Below you can find a snapshot of differences
between mobile players in Western vs. Eastern markets

40%

Of French mobile
gamers use a tablet
Vs. 14% in South Korea
Of the online population
in China

75%

plays mobile games
vs. 44% in Germany
Of Japan’s mobile gamers

38%

Plays more than five
times a week
Vs. 26% in the UK
Of Dutch mobile gamers

22%

likes strategy games
Vs. 28% in Singapore
Source: Newzoo Data Explorer 2015
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Key Contributors

Newzoo is an innovative global market research firm with a primary focus
on games. The company provides its clients with a mix of consumer
research, transactional data and financial analysis across all continents,
screens and business models. Newzoo works for the majority of top 25
public companies by game revenue globally, many independent game
developers as well as a variety of global hardware and media companies.
Newzoo is headquartered in Amsterdam with international offices in
Shanghai and San Francisco.

www.newzoo.com
Contact: emma@newzoo.com
Shangai office: +86 21 6037 7190

TalkingData is China's largest independent Big Data service platform with
focus on the mobile Internet. TalkingData offers the best-in-class Big Data
products and services varying from mobile app analytics, mobile ad tracking,
mobile game analytics, mobile market intelligence, DMP (Data Management
Platform), industry consulting, etc. Today, 80% of the Top 50 developers in
China rely on TalkingData to track their app metrics, analyze user data
points, and optimize monetization. Industry giants such as China Merchants
Bank, Citic Bank, Ping An Group also rely on TalkingData's enterprise Big
Data solution to build their core data infrastructure towards the mobile era.

www.talkingdata.com
Contact: woody.wu@tendcloud.com
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The Global Mobile Game Confederation

The Global Mobile Game Congress is organized annually by the Global Mobile
Game Confederation (GMGC), an organization dedicated to facilitating the
growth and development of the mobile game industry. To do this, GMGC
functions as an international platform for companies in the mobile game
ecosystem to form lasting partnerships and access new markets.
Have a question about our organization, business services or mobile game
conferences? Contact us - we’d love to hear from you: global@gmgc.info

www.gmgc.info/en
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